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Linear and rotary ladles
for aluminum and brass castings. 

Transal EVO / Rotofast

Ladles colosiopresse.it
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Ladles - Transal EVO / Rotofast
COLOSIO

Maximum speed for 
aluminum and brass castings  

Rotofast ladle 

Automatic rotary ladle 
For machines up to 560 tons

The Rotofast rotary ladle is synonymous with precision, 
reliability and consistency, designed for aluminum alloys 
and brass. By giving a fast and continuous pace to die 
casting machines, it offers a productive and qualitative 
advantage of the castings and can be supplied with a cup 
cleaner for brass. The first step towards the automation 
of die casting machines.

Linear metal ladle 
For die casting machines up to 2500 tons

With an empty speed in the order of 230 cycles/hour, 
the Transal is the first step towards the automation 
of die casting machines, to which it gives a rapid 
and constant pace, to the benefit of productivity and quality 
of the castings. The movements of the ladle, obtained 
by means of brushless motors and frequency variators, 
are adjustable in speed, acceleration and deceleration.
The TRANSAL EVO is able to move the two axes 
simultaneously, speeding up the transport of the alloy
from the furnace to the shot sleeve for pouring. 
The absence of mechanical limit switches makes 
the machine completely manageable and configurable 
from the HMI.

Reliable, modern 
and precise

Transal EVO ladle 

Model U.M. TRANSAL EVO-S TRANSAL EVO-L

Cups Capacity Kg 15 35

Batching tolerance % ±1 ±1

Cycles (Free) n/h 230 230

Installed Power kW 6 6

Strokes 
A=mm 2280 3280

B=mm 1200 1600

Model U.M. ROTOFAST

Cups Capacity Kg 0,1 ÷ 8 

Batching Tolerance % ±1

Cycles (Free) n/h ~400

Power Consumption kW ~1

Dimensions Max 
A=mm 1850

B=mm 1850
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PFO - Camera Fredda
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COLOSIO S.r.l.
Via Caduti Piazza Loggia, 33
25082 Botticino Sera (Bs) Italy
Tel. +39 030 2692181
www.colosiopresse.it
info@colosiopresse.it

RELBO S.r.l.
Via Papa Giovanni XXIII, 3/C
25086 Rezzato (Bs) Italy
Tel. +39 030 2592663
www.relbo.it
info@relbo.it


